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Reading Comprehension 

    Plants are very important kind of life. Plants cover most land. They can be  

big or small and come in many colours, but they are not animals. Trees, flowers, 

grasses and bushes are common plants. Plants usually can't move. Plants breathe 

a different kind of air than people and animals do. Plants make their own food 

from water, sunlight and soil. Plants can't talk. Plants don't think. They usually 

make more plants with seeds. 

-Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d: 

1. The best title for this passage is…... 

     a- Colours                                 b- Animals                         c- Plants 

2. The underlined pronoun  They in line 5 refers to ……………………………… .  

a- Seeds                                  b- Plants                            c- People 

3. Plants make their own food from water, sunlight and ………………………… . 

a- soil                                       b- air                                 c- trees   

4. The opposite of the word  big in line 2 is  …………………………………… . 

a- short                                   b- large                              c- small 

 

-Answer the following questions: 

5. What are some kinds of plants? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

6. Can plants move? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

 



How you plant a flower 

…………………………….. 
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Writing  

 

Write a short paragraph of not less than 4 sentences with the help of *

: picture, graphic organizer and guide words about Parts of a Plant 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(   seeds –  leaves – oxygen - roots – soil - stem  ) 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

What gives out oxygen 

………………………………………… 

What helps the plant to 

stand and gets water from  

roots 

………………………………………. 

What holds the plant   

…………………………………………………… 
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Grammar 

 

-Choose the correct answer from the verbs between brackets: 

 Look! The boy is ( plant  -  planted   -  planting ) his tree. He ( is  -  am  - are) 

giving it water. The tree will ( grows – grow – grew ) strong and tall.  

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

-Choose the correct answer from the verbs between brackets: 

 My grandfather bought a new house. It   ( have got  -  has got   -  is getting) 

four bedrooms. We  ( has got  -  have got  - is getting) a big garden with 

colourful flowers. My grandmother ( has got – have got – is getting ) a nice 

kitchen to cook her delicious food.   

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

-Choose the correct answer from the verbs between brackets: 

 Plants are important for us. We   ( should  -  shouldn't  -  can't)  cut down 

trees. It's good  ( to  -  for  - from ) plant more trees. We  ( should – shouldn't 

– mustn't ) look after trees. Animals ( don't need – need – aren't need ) trees 

for homes. Strong trees ( make  - making – makes ) the Earth healthy. 
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Vocabulary 

-Choose the correct word from a,b,c and d: 

 

1. Trees give us food and  ………………………………….. . 

a.    beak                           b. shade                 c. ground            d. soil 

 

2. Nasser gives the trees some good  ………………………… to help them grow 

tall and strong. 

a. root                            b. stem                    c. soil                 d. leaves 

 

3. Some people drive very fast to go home ……………………………. .  

a. quickly                   b. quietly                  c. safely                d. happily 

 

4. The baby is crying. Don't ……………………………. him .  

a. plant                      b. frighten              c. reduce               d. reuse 

 

5. Some animals have …………………………….. skin, like the cheetah. 

  

a. bored                      b. sharp              c. rare                 d. spotted 

 

 

 

 


